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Abstract
Let (R,m, k) be a d-dimensional Noetherian reduced local ring of prime characteristic p such that
R1/p
e
are finite over R for all e ∈ N (i.e. R is F -finite). Consider the sequence {ae/qα(R)+d }∞e=0, in
which α(R) = logp[k : kp], q = pe, and ae is the maximal rank of free R-modules appearing as di-
rect summands of R-module R1/q . Denote by s−(R) and s+(R) the liminf and limsup, respectively,
of the above sequence as e → ∞. If s−(R) = s+(R), then the limit, denoted by s(R), is called the
F -signature of R. It turns out that the F -signature can be defined in a way that is independent of the
module finite property of R1/q over R. We show that: (1) If s+(R) 1 − 1/(d!pd), then R is regu-
lar; (2) If R is excellent such that RP is Gorenstein for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m}, then s(R) exists;
(3) If (R,m) → (S,n) is a local flat ring homomorphism, then s±(R) s±(S) and, if furthermore
S/mS is Gorenstein, s±(S) s±(R)s(S/mS).
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Throughout this paper we assume that (R,m, k) is a Noetherian local ring of prime
characteristic p, where m is the maximal ideal and k = R/m is the residue field of R. Then
there is the Frobenius homomorphism F :R → R defined by r → rp for any r ∈ R. There-
fore, for any e ∈ N, we have the iterated Frobenius homomorphism Fe :R → R defined by
r → rq for any r ∈ R, where q = pe. From now on, q will be used to denote the value pe
for various e ∈ N in the context.
Let M be an R-module. Then for any e 0, we can derive a left R-module structure on
the set M by r · m := rpem for any r ∈ R and m ∈ M . For technical reasons, we keep the
original right R-module structure on M by default. We denote the derived R–R-bimodule
by eM . Thus, in eM , we have r ·m = m ·rpe , which is equal to rqm in the original M . If R is
reduced, then eR, as a left R-module, is isomorphic to R1/q . We use λl(−), λr(−) to denote
the left and right lengths of a bimodule. It is easy to see that λl(eM) = qα(R)λr(eM) =
qα(R)λ(M) for any finite length R-module M , in which α(R) = logp[k : kp].
We say R is F -finite if 1R is a finitely generated left R-module. If this is the case, it
is easy to see that eM is a finitely generated left R-module for every e ∈ N and for every
finitely generated R-modules M .
For an ideal I of R, we denote by I [q] the ideal generated by {rq | r ∈ I }. Then R/I ⊗R
eM ∼= e(M/I [q]M) ∼= eM ⊗R R/I [q] for every R-module M and every e ∈ N.
In this paper, we are going to study an invariant called ‘the F -signature’ of R. The
notion of F -signature is first introduced and studied in [HL] by C. Huneke and G. Leuschke
for F -finite rings.
Definition 0.1. Let (R,m, k) be an F -finite local ring and M a finitely generated
R-module. For each e ∈ N, write eM ∼= Rae ⊕ Me as left R-modules such that Me has
no non-zero free direct summand. In other words, the number ae is the maximal rank of
free direct summand of the left R-module eM , which is independent of the particular direct
sum decomposition of eM (since the completion R̂ satisfies the Krull–Schmidt condition).
Denote d := dimR.
(1) We may denote ae by #(eM,R) and α(R) = logp[k : kp] < ∞.
(2) We denote
s+(M) := lim sup
e→∞
#(eM,R)
qα(R)+d
, s−(M) := lim inf
e→∞
#(eM,R)
qα(R)+d
and
s(M) := lim
e→∞
#(eM,R)
qα(R)+d
provided the last limit exists. In case confusion may arise, we use s+R (M) etc. to specify
the underlying ring structure.
(3) If M = R, we call s(R) = lime→∞(#(eR,R)/qα(R)+d) the F -signature of R (see
[HL]). In case s(R) does not exist, we may call s−(R) and s+(R) the lower and upper
F -signature of R, respectively.
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(1) If R is not reduced or if M is not faithful, then #(eM,R) = 0 for all e > 0.
(2) It is easy to see that êM ∼= e(M̂) as (left and right) R̂-modules for every e  0. As
a result, we may assume that R is complete without affecting the numbers ae.
In Section 2, we observe that the definition of F -signature can be realized as
s+(M) = lim sup
e→∞
λr(ker(E ⊗R eR → E/k ⊗ eR))
qd
etc.,
where E := ER(k) is the injective hull of the residue field k and hence k is the socle
of E. As it does not rely on the numbers #(eM,R) or the F -finite property, the notion of
F -signature may be defined for any local Noetherian ring of characteristic p. Moreover,
all the known results about F -signature seem to hold true in this more general setting via
either direct proof or reduction to the F -finite case. Indeed, some of these results will be
reviewed in Section 1 without the restriction of F -finiteness.
Like the multiplicity e(R) = e(m,R) as well as the Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity eHK(R) =
eHK(m,R) of R, the F -signature s(R) is an important invariant of R. But unlike e(R) and
eHK(R), the F -signature s(R) and S±(R) assume their values between 0 and 1. (This fol-
lows from a simple counting of the rank of R1/q over R in the F -finite case.) Moreover,
s+(R) = 1 ⇔ R is regular ⇔ s(R) = 1 [HL] and, if R is excellent, then s+(R) > 0 ⇔ R
is strongly F -regular ⇔ s−(R) > 0 [AL].
In Section 3, we prove that if s+(R) is close enough to 1 (i.e. big enough), then R is
already regular.
Theorem 3.1. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p with dimR = d .
Assume s+(R) > 0 in case dim(R) 1, or
s+(R) 1 − 1
d!pd in case dim(R) 2.
Then R is regular, which actually implies s(R) = 1.
Since s+(R), s−(R) and s(R) are defined to be the limsup, liminf and limit of the se-
quence {λr(ker(E ⊗R eR → E/k ⊗ eR))/qd} as e → ∞, one would naturally ask whether
s+(R) = s−(R), or equivalently the following question:
Question 0.3. Does s(R) = lime→∞(λr (ker(E ⊗R eR → E/k ⊗ eR))/qd) exist?
A positive answer has been given in [HL] when (R,m) is Gorenstein. Another case of
positive answer is proved in [SVdB] and [Yao] when R has finite F -representation type
(FFRT for short, see Definition 4.5). If R is regular, then s(M) exists for every finitely
generated R-module M (see Corollary 2.6).
In Section 4, we show that Question 0.3 has an affirmative answer when R is Gorenstein
at the punctured spectrum:
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such that RP is Gorenstein for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m}. Then for any maximal Cohen–
Macaulay module M , s(M) exists. In particular, s(R) exists.
We also recover the result of [SVdB] and [Yao] that states:
If a finitely generated R-module M has FFRT, then s(M) exists (see Theorem 4.6).
Finally, we study the behavior of F -signature under localization and faithfully flat ring
extension in Section 5.
Theorem. (Proposition 5.2, Theorems 5.4, 5.6) Let (R,m) → (S,n) be a local flat ring
homomorphism. We have
(1) s+(R) s+(RP ) and s−(R) s−(RP ) for any P ∈ Spec(R);
(2) s+(R) s+(S) and s−(R) s−(S);
(3) If we furthermore assume that the closed fiber ring S/mS is Gorenstein, then
s+(R)s(S/mS) s+(S) and s−(R)s(S/mS) s−(S). Equalities hold if S/mS is reg-
ular.
1. Review and preliminary results
This section is allocated for reviewing. Some of the displayed results will be used in
the coming sections. A very important concept in studying rings of characteristic p is
tight closure. Tight closure was first studied and developed by Hochster and Huneke in the
1980s. Without loss of generality, we only state the definition of the tight closure of 0 in
a given R-module M .
Definition 1.1. [HH1] Let R be a Noetherian ring of characteristic p and M an R-module.
The tight closure of 0 in M , denoted by 0∗M , is defined as follow: An element x ∈ M is said
to be in 0∗M if there exists an element c ∈ R◦ such that 0 = x ⊗ c ∈ M ⊗R eR for all e  0,
where R◦ is the complement of the union of all minimal primes of the ring R. The element
x ⊗ 1 ∈ M ⊗R eR is denoted by xp
e
M .
In general, given R-modules N ⊆ M , the tight closure of N in M , denoted by N∗M , is
the (unique) R-module satisfying N ⊆ N∗M ⊆ M and N∗M/N = 0∗M/N . If R is a ring such
that all of its ideals are tightly closed (in R), we say R is weakly F -regular. Moreover, if
R is a ring such that every localization of R is weakly F -regular, we say R is F -regular.
Another important notion is strong F -regularity. The notion of strong F -regularity was
first defined for F -finite rings in [HH2, Definition 5.1]. Then, in the following Remark 5.3
of [HH2], a more general definition of strong F -regularity for not necessarily F -finite rings
is suggested. We adopt this general definition in this paper as we are concerned with rings
that do not necessarily satisfy F -finite property.
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F -regular if for any c ∈ R◦, the left R-linear maps R → eR defined by 1 → c are pure for
all e  0 (or equivalently, for some e > 0).
As the name suggests, strong F -regularity implies F -regularity. It is shown in [Sm,
7.1.2] that R is strongly F -regular ⇔ 0∗E = 0, where E := E(k) is the injective hull of the
residue field k = R/m (see also [LS2, Proposition 2.9]).
Next, let us list some properties of the F -signature s(R). Since F -signature is going to
be defined without the F -finiteness assumption, we do not assume the F -finiteness prop-
erty unless stated explicitly.
Theorem 1.3. [HL,AL] Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of prime characteristic p.
Then the following are true (cf. Remark 2.4):
(1) If s+(R) > 0, then R is an F -regular, Cohen–Macaulay domain. See [HL].
(2) Actually, if R is excellent (e.g. F -finite), it is proved that s+(R) > 0 ⇔ R is strongly
F -regular ⇔ s−(R) > 0 in [AL].
(3) For any two m-primary ideals I ⊆ J of R, eHK(I,R)− eHK(J,R) λR(J/I)s+(R).
See [HL]. Therefore
s+(R) inf
{
eHK(I1,R)− eHK(I2,R) | I1 ⊂ I2,
√
I1 = m, I2/I1 ∼= k
}
.
(4) Also, the inequality (e(R) − 1)(1 − s+(R))  eHK(R) − 1 is proved in [HL]. Hence
s+(R) 1 ⇒ R is regular ⇒ s(R) = 1.
Remark 1.4. The value inf{eHK(I1,R) − eHK(I2,R) | I1 ⊂ I2,√I1 = m, I2/I1 ∼= k} is
closely related to the minimal relative Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity for cyclic modules of R
that is defined in [WY2] by K.-i. Watanabe and K. Yoshida.
Theorem 1.5 (Kunz). Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring of prime characteristic p (not
necessarily F -finite) with dim(R) = d . Then:
(1) It always holds that λR(R/m[p]) pd while equality holds if and only if R is regular
(cf. [Ku1]).
(2) If R is F -finite, then R is excellent and α(RP ) = α(RQ) + dim(RQ/PQ) for any two
prime ideals P ⊆ Q of R (cf. [Ku2]).
Theorem 1.6. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of prime characteristic p (not
necessarily F -finite) and M a finitely generated R-module with dim(R) = d . Then (with
q = pe)
(1) The limit
lim
λR(M/I
[q]M)
d
= lim λ
r
R(R/I ⊗R eM)
de→∞ q e→∞ q
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[Mo]. The limit, denoted by eHK(I,M), is called the Hilbert–Kunz multiplicity of M
with respect to I . We often write eHK(m,M) as eHK(M).
(2) More generally, suppose that N is an R-module with λR(N) < ∞. Then the limit
lim
e→∞
λr(N ⊗R eM)
qd
exists [Se]. (The statement of [Se, Theorem, p. 278] is more general and its proof
requires F -finiteness. The particular result quoted here does not need F -finiteness as
one can always reduces it to the F -finite case.)
All the remaining results in this section do not rely on characteristic p. The first is
a result of S. Ding, which is used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 1.7. [Di, Theorem 1.1] Let (R,m) be a Cohen–Macaulay Noetherian local ring
with a canonical module. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) For every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m},RP is Gorenstein.
(2) There exists a positive integer n such that R/mn is not an R-linear homomorphic im-
age of any maximal Cohen–Macaulay module without non-zero free direct summand.
A result of R.M. Guralnick is used in the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Theorem 1.8. [Gu, Corollary 2] Let (R,m) be a Cohen–Macaulay Noetherian local ring
and M,N finitely generated R-modules. Then there exists an integer n, depending on N
and M , such that M is isomorphic to a direct summand of N if and only if M/mnM is
isomorphic to a direct summand of N/mnN .
The next result is used in Section 5. The exact statement of the following theorem can
be found in [HH2, Theorem 7.10], which refers the readers to a more general result in
[Mat, 20.F].
Theorem 1.9. Let (R,m, k) → (S,n, l) be a local flat ring homomorphism. If x1, x2, . . . , xt
form a regular sequence on S/mS, then they form a regular sequence on S and R →
S/(x1, x2, . . . , xt )S is again a (faithfully) flat local homomorphism.
2. An equivalent definition of the F -signature
Let E := ER(k) be the injective hull of k = R/m, φ :E → E/k be the natural homo-
morphism, and ψ : k → E be an injective R-linear map (e.g. the inclusion map) so that
0 → k ψ→ E φ→ E/k → 0 is exact. Then there are induced bimodule homomorphisms
φ ⊗R eM = φ ⊗R 1eM :E ⊗R eM → E/k ⊗R eM and ψ ⊗R eM = ψ ⊗R 1eM : k ⊗R eM →
E ⊗R eM for any R-module M and every e ∈ N.
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A similar formula with essentially the same effect can be found in [AE1].
Lemma 2.1. Let (R,m, k) be F -finite, M an finitely generated R-module, and let the no-
tations be as in the context of Definition 0.1. Then, for every e 0, q = pe,
#
(
eM,R
)= qα(R)λr(ker(φ ⊗R 1eM))= qα(R)λr(image(ψ ⊗R 1eM)).
Proof. It is enough to prove ae = λl(ker(φ⊗R 1eM)) for any e ∈ N, where eM ∼= Rae ⊕Me
as left R-modules such that Me has no non-zero free direct summand. Also, we may assume
R is complete without loss of generality.
Therefore, for the rest of this proof, we simply regard eM as a module over com-
mutative ring R determined by r · m = m · r = rpem where r ∈ R and m ∈ M and
prove ae = λ(ker(φ ⊗R 1eM)). Let −∨ := HomR(−,E) denote the Matlis duality of
any R-module. Then we have isomorphisms E∨ ∼= R and (E/k)∨ ∼= m, under which
φ∨ : (E/k)∨ → E∨ corresponds to the inclusion map m → R. Since Me has no non-trivial
free direct summand, every R-linear map h ∈ HomR(Me,R) satisfies h(Me) ⊆ m. In other
words, the induced map HomR(Me,φ∨) : HomR(Me, (E/k)∨) → HomR(Me,E∨) is an
isomorphism. Thus,
λ
(
ker
(
φ ⊗R eM
))= λ(coker((φ ⊗R eM)∨))= λ(coker(HomR (eM,φ∨)))
= λ(coker(HomR (Rae ,φ∨)))+ λ(coker (HomR (Me,φ∨)))
= ae + 0 = ae,
which is what we want. 
As the expression λr(ker(φ ⊗R 1eM))/qdim(R) does not rely on the F -finiteness of R,
the notion of the F -signature may be defined for all Noetherian local rings of prime char-
acteristic p which is equivalent to Definition 0.1 when R is F -finite.
Definition 2.2. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p with dim(R) =
d and M a finitely generated R-module. Keep E, ψ and φ as above.
(1) Denote #(eM) := λr(ker(φ ⊗R 1eM)) = λr(image(ψ ⊗R 1eM)) for all e ∈ N. In case
confusion may arise, we use #R(eM) to specify the underlying ring structure.
(2) We define s−(M) and s+(M) to be, respectively, the liminf and limsup of the sequence
{#(eM)/qd}∞e=0 as e → ∞. If s−(M) = s+(M), the limit is denoted by s(M). Once
again, we may use s−R (M), s
+
R (M) and sR(M) to clarify the underlying ring structure.
(3) In the case of M = R, we call s−(R), s+(R) and s(R) the lower F -signature, upper
F -signature and F -signature of R, respectively.
Remark 2.3. Keep the notations as in Definition 2.2.
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λR(M/m
[q]M). Hence the sequence {#(eM)/qd}∞e=0 is bounded. In case M = R, the
right R-submodule image(ψ⊗R 1eR) ⊆ E⊗R eR =: Fe(E) is generated by the element
u ⊗ 1 ∈ E ⊗R eR for any 0 = u ∈ k ⊆ E. Recall that the element u ⊗ 1 ∈ E ⊗R eR is
denoted by up
e
E in the context of defining tight closure of submodules (cf. [HH1] or
Definition 1.1). Therefore, we have #(eR) = λR(R/AnnrR(up
e
)) for every e ∈ N.
(2) Let e be any fixed integer. Then there exists a finite length R-submodule of E′ ⊆
E such that #(eM) = λr(ker(φ ⊗R 1eM)) = λr(ker(φ′ ⊗R 1eM)) with φ′ :E′ → E′/k
being the natural R-homomorphism. Alternatively, let {an}∞n=1 be a sequence of m-
primary ideals cofinal with {mn}∞n=1 and denote En := (0 :E an) for every n ∈ N. Then
#(eM) = λr(ker(φ ⊗R 1eM)) = λr(ker(φn ⊗R 1eM)) for all n  0, where φn : En →
En/k are the natural homomorphisms. This fact has been observed and used in [AL].
(3) Suppose that (R,m, k) → (S,n, l) be a flat local homomorphism of rings of charac-
teristic p such that mS = n. Let an,En be as in the above part (2). Then En ⊗R S ∼=
(0 :ES(l) anS) for every n as they both have one-dimensional socle with the same anni-
hilator as S-modules. Hence by the remark made in part (2) above, it is straightforward
to see that #(eM) = #(e(M ⊗R S)). (For a more general statement, see Theorem 5.6.)
Thus, as far as the F -signature over R is concerned, we may assume that R is complete
(by R → R̂), R has a infinite residue field (by R → R[T ]m[T ]) or R is F -finite (by
R → R̂ → R̂⊗kX1,...,Xn k∞X1, . . . ,Xn, in which kX1, . . . ,Xn is such that there
is a ring homomorphism from kX1, . . . ,Xn onto R̂ and k∞ is the perfect closure of
k = R/m).
(4) The value s−(R) is the same as the invariant called the minimal relative Hilbert–Kunz
multiplicity of R in [WY2] by K.-i. Watanabe and K. Yoshida.
Remark 2.4. The known results (as well as the main themes of their original proofs) about
the F -signature seem to hold true without the assumption of F -finiteness, although some-
times R needs to be excellent. We remark on some of the results of [HL,AL] that are quoted
in Theorem 1.3.
(1) It is easy to see that s+(R) > 0 implies the weakly F -regularity of R (for example,
by part (3) below). Then, it follows from Proposition 5.2 that every localization of R
remains weakly F -regular. Hence Theorem 1.3(1).
(2) The proof in [AL] for the implications that s+(R) > 0 ⇔ R is strongly F -regular
⇔ s−(R) > 0 is valid for all excellent rings R. Actually, with the new formulation
of s+(M), a standard argument as in the proof of [HH1, Theorem 8.17] readily shows
that s+(M) > 0 ⇒ 0∗E = 0, the latter of which is equivalent to the strongly F -regularity
of R. Indeed, if 0∗E = 0 on the contrary, then u ∈ 0∗E for any non-zero u ∈ k ⊆ E. That
is, there exists an element c ∈ R \⋃P∈min(R) P such that 0 = uqE ·c = u⊗c ∈ E⊗R eR
for all e  0. Hence λr(ker(φ⊗R 1eM)) λ(M/(m[q], c)M) = o(qd) as e → ∞ since
dim(M/cM) < d = dim(R), which contradicts the assumption s+(M) > 0. (This ex-
plains Theorem 1.3(2).)
(3) Theorem 1.3(3) reduces itself to the F -finite case (cf. Remark 2.3(3)), which is verified
in [HL]. It is also a special case of the next Lemma 2.5(2).
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verbatim to prove the general case. Alternatively, we may argue that it reduces to the
F -finite case.
Lemma 2.5. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p with dim(R) =
d and M a finitely generated R-module. Given (not necessarily finitely generated)
R-modules L and D and an R-homomorphism ψ ′ :L → D such that λR(image(ψ ′)) =
λR(ψ
′(L)) < ∞. Then (recall that q = pe)
(1) λ(ψ ′(L))#(eM) λr(image(ψ ′⊗eM)) λ(ψ ′(L))λ(M/m[q]M) for every e ∈ N, and
hence,
(2)
λ
(
ψ ′(L)
)
s+(M) lim sup
e→∞
λr(image(ψ ′ ⊗ eM))
qd
 λ
(
ψ ′(L)
)
eHK(M) and
λ
(
ψ ′(L)
)
s−(M) lim inf
e→∞
λr(image(ψ ′ ⊗ eM))
qd
 λ
(
ψ ′(L)
)
eHK(M).
(3) #(eR)#(e′M) #(e+e′M) for every e, e′ ∈ N. As a result,
(a) R is regular ⇔ #(eR) = qd for some (or for all) e > 0; and
(b) R is not regular ⇔ #(eR) qd − 1 for some (or for all) e > 0.
Proof. (1) We may simply assume that ψ ′ :L → D is a monomorphism (hence λ(L) =
λ(ψ ′(L)) < ∞). Then, by induction on λ(L), it is enough to prove the case where
L = k. Since E is an injective R-module, the map ψ : k → E (as in Definition 2.2)
factors through the injective map ψ ′. Consequently #(eM) = λr(image(ψ ⊗ 1eM)) 
λr(image(ψ ′ ⊗ 1eM)) for every e ∈ N, the desired result. The inequality λr(image(ψ ′ ⊗
eM)) λ(ψ ′(L))λ(M/m[q]M) is well known and also obvious in this context.
(2) Divide the inequalities in (1) by qd = ped and then take the limit as e → ∞.
(3) Let ψ : k → E be as in Definition 2.2. Then, by part (1),
#
(
eR
)
#
(
e′M
)
 λr
(
image
((
ψ ⊗R eR
)⊗R e′M))= #(e+e′M) for every e, e′ ∈ N.
To finish the rest of the proof for (3), we simply observe that #(eR)  ped for some
e > 0 ⇒ #(neR)  pned for all n ∈ N ⇒ s+(R)  1 ⇒ R is regular ⇒ #(eR) = (pe)d
for all e ∈ N. 
Corollary 2.6. If (R,m, k) is regular and M is a finitely generated R-module, then s(M)
exists.
Proof. Say dim(R) = d . By Lemma 2.5(3), we have pd#(eM) = #(1R)#(eM) #(e+1M)
for every e ∈ N. Thus the sequence {#(eM)/ped}∞e=0 is non-decreasing and hence has
a limit. 
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If R is not regular, then s+(R) < 1. We show that, for non-regular rings R of fixed
dimension, the F -signature s+(R) cannot be arbitrarily close to 1.
Theorem 3.1. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p with dimR = d .
Assume s+(R) > 0 in case dim(R) 1, or
s+(R) 1 − 1
d!pd in case dim(R) 2.
Then R is regular, which actually implies s(R) = 1.
Proof. If dimR  1 and s+(R) > 0, then R is normal and hence regular. So we assume
dimR  2. Suppose, on the contrary, that R is not regular. Then e(R) > 1, eHK(R) > 1 (cf.
[WY1] or [HY]) and #(1R) pd − 1 (cf. Lemma 2.5(3)).
Firstly, we have (e(R)− 1)(1 − s+(R)) eHK(R)− 1 by [HL], which implies
s+(R) 1 − eHK(R)− 1
e(R)− 1 < 1 −
eHK(R)− 1
d!eHK(R)− 1 =
d!eHK(R)− eHK(R)
d!eHK(R)− 1 , (∗)
as we have 1  eHK(R)  e(R) < d! eHK(R). (Note that the strict inequality e(R) <
d! eHK(R) when dim(R) 2 is a recent result of D. Hanes in [Ha].)
Secondly, let ψ : k → E be an injective R-linear map as in Definition 2.2 and hence an
induced bimodule map ψ ′ := ψ ⊗R 1R : k ⊗R 1R → E ⊗R 1R. For every e ∈ N, it is easy
to see that λr(image(ψ ′ ⊗R eR)) = λr(image(ψ ⊗R e+1R)) = #(e+1R) and hence
lim sup
e→∞
λr(image(ψ ′ ⊗ eR))
ped
= lim sup
e→∞
#(e+1R)
ped
= pds+(R)
by the definition of the F -signature. We also have
lim sup
e→∞
λr(image(ψ ′ ⊗ eR))
ped
 λr
(
image(ψ ′)
)
eHK(R)
= #(1R)eHK(R) (pd − 1)eHK(R)
by Lemma 2.5(2), (3). Hence
pds+(R)
(
pd − 1)eHK(R) ⇒ s+(R) (pd − 1)eHK(R)
pd
. (∗∗)
Define functions
f (x) = d!x − x = d! − 1 + d! − 1 and g(x) = (p
d − 1)x
dd!x − 1 d! d!(d!x − 1) p
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and g(x) is strictly increasing over (1,∞).
If
eHK(R)
d!pd − 1
d!(pd − 1) ,
then
s+(R) < d!eHK(R)− eHK(R)
d!eHK(R)− 1  f
(
d!pd − 1
d!(pd − 1)
)
= 1 − 1
d!pd
by (∗), a contradiction. If, otherwise,
1 < eHK(R) <
d!pd − 1
d!(pd − 1) ,
then we get
s+(R) (p
d − 1)eHK(R)
pd
< g
(
d!pd − 1
d!(pd − 1)
)
= 1 − 1
d!pd
by (∗∗), still a contradiction.
Therefore the assumption s+(R) 1 − 1/(d!pd) implies that R is regular. 
Remark 3.2. M. Blickle and F. Enescu showed the following result in [BE]:
Let (R,m) be a Noetherian unmixed local ring of characteristic p with dim(R) = d . If
eHK(R) 1 + max
{
1
d!pd ,
1
pde(R)
}
,
then R is regular.
Theorem 3.1 is inspired by the result of [BE] and has a similar effect.
4. Some cases where s(M) = lime→∞(#(eM)/qdim(R)) exists
Proposition 4.1. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p and M
be a finitely generated R-module. Keep the notations as in Definition 2.2. Suppose that
there exists a finitely generated R-submodule E′ ⊆ E such that #(eM) = λr(ker(φ′ ⊗R
1eM)) for all (sufficiently large) e ∈ N, where φ′ :E′ → E′/k is the naturally induced
R-homomorphism. Then (with q = pe)
(1) s(M) = lime→∞(#(eM)/qd) exists.
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attained at certain such ideals of R.
(3) Suppose R is excellent and M is faithful over R. Then
R is weakly F -regular ⇐⇒ s(M) > 0 ⇐⇒ R is strongly F -regular.
Proof. (1) Indeed, as λ(E′) < ∞, the limit
s(M) = lim
e→∞
#(eM)
qd
= lim
e→∞
λr(ker(φ′ ⊗R 1eM))
qd
= lim
e→∞
λr(E′ ⊗R eM)
qd
− lim
e→∞
λr((E′/k)⊗R eM)
qd
exists by a result of G. Seibert (cf. Theorem 1.6).
(2) To prove this, we may assume that R is complete without loss of generality. If R is
weakly F -regular, then R is reduced and hence approximately Gorenstein. Therefore there
exists a m-primary ideal I of R such that E′ ⊆ (0 :E I) ∼= R/I . Choose I2 = (I1 :R m)
to get λ(I1/I2) = 1 and s(M) = eHK(I1,M) − eHK(I2,M). If R is not weakly F -regular,
then choose I1 ⊂ I2 to be any m-primary ideals such that I2 ⊆ I ∗1 and λ(I1/I2) = 1 to get
eHK(I1,M)− eHK(I2,M) = 0 = s(M).
(3) We have s(M) = eHK(I1,M) − eHK(I2,M) for m-primary ideals I1 ⊂ I2 such that
λ(I1/I2) = 1 by (2) above. Suppose R is weakly F -regular. Then, since R is excellent,
R̂ is also weakly F -regular, which in turn implies that R̂ is a domain. Therefore we can
apply [HH1, Theorem 8.17] to get eHK(I1,R) − eHK(I2,R) > 0, which, as M is faithful,
forces s(M) = eHK(I1,M) − eHK(I2,M) > 0. Hence R is strongly F -regular. The rest
implications are clear. 
Lemma 4.2. Let (R,m, k) be an F -finite Noetherian local ring of characteristic p and
keep the notations as in Definition 0.1. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) There exists a finite-length R-submodule E1 ⊆ E such that #(eM) = λrR(ker(φ1 ⊗R
1eM)) for all (sufficiently large) e ∈ N, where φ1 :E1 → E1/k is the natural R-
homomorphism.
(2) There exists an m-primary ideal a of R such that R/a is not an R-linear homomorphic
image of left R-module Me for any (sufficiently large) e ∈ N.
Proof. By Matlis duality functor −∨ := HomR(−,E), there is a one-one correspon-
dence from the family of all finite-length R-modules to itself. In particular, we have
E1 ↔ R/AnnR(E1), E1/k ↔ m/AnnR(E1) and φ1 ↔ i where φ1 :E1 → E1/k and
i :m/AnnR(E1) → R/AnnR(E1) are the natural surjection and inclusion maps, respec-
tively.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we regard eM as an R-module with its scalar multiplica-
tion defined by r ·m = rpem = m · r for any r ∈ R, m ∈ M . Then
(1) ⇐⇒ λR
(
ker
(
φ1 ⊗R eM
))= ae for all e  0
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(
coker
((
φ1 ⊗R eM
)∨))= ae for all e  0
⇐⇒ λR
(
coker
(
HomR
(
eM,φ∨1
)))= ae for all e  0
⇐⇒ λR
(
coker
(
HomR
(
Rae ⊕Me,φ∨1
)))= ae for all e  0
⇐⇒ ae + λ
(
coker
(
HomR
(
Me,φ
∨
1
)))= ae for all e  0
⇐⇒ λ(coker(HomR(Me,φ∨1 )))= 0 for all e  0
⇐⇒ (2),
which finishes the proof. 
Theorem 4.3. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local ring of prime characteristic p such that
R̂P is Gorenstein for every P ∈ Spec(R̂) \ {mR̂} (e.g. R is an excellent local ring such that
RP is Gorenstein for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m}). Then for any maximal Cohen–Macaulay
module M , the results (1)–(3) listed in Proposition 4.1 hold. In particular,
(A) s(R) = lime→∞(#(eR)/qd) exists;
(B) the value inf{eHK(I1,R) − eHK(I2,R) | I1 ⊂ I2,√I1 = m, I2/I1 ∼= k} is attained and
is equal to s(R); and
(C) assuming R is excellent, we have R is weakly F -regular if and only if R is strongly
F -regular.
Proof. It is enough to prove the case where R is complete, weakly F -regular and hence
Cohen–Macaulay (otherwise the statements are all trivially true), and also F -finite (by ex-
tending its coefficient field to its perfect closure as described in Remark 2.3(3) and the fact
that the extension ring remains Gorenstein at the punctured spectrum). Hence canonical
module exists over R. Since M is maximal Cohen–Macaulay, so are eM and hence Me for
every e  0. By the result of Ding in [Di] quoted as Theorem 1.7, there exists an integer
n ∈ N such that R/mn is not an R-linear homomorphic image of any maximal Cohen–
Macaulay module without non-zero free direct summand. Hence, because of Lemma 4.2,
Proposition 4.1 applies to M and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4.4. (1) Aberbach and Enescu recently proved the existence of s(R) under a
weaker condition that RP is Q-Gorenstein for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m}, or R is N-graded
(see [AE2]). Their proof also shows that these rings satisfy the assumption of Proposi-
tion 4.1. Also, Singh has recently proved that the F -signature of an affine semigroup ring
always exists in [Si].
(2) Whether or when weak F -regularity, F -regularity and strong F -regularity are equiv-
alent is an open question. B. MacCrimmon proved in [Mac] that weak F -regularity is
equivalent to strong F -regularity if RP is Q-Gorenstein for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m}.
There is also a proof of the above statement provided by I. Aberbach in [Ab2]. The equiv-
alence also holds in case R is N-graded, which is proved by Lyubeznik and Smith [LS1].
Before proving the next result, let us recall the definition of R-modules with finite
F -representation type (FFRT for short).
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F -representation type (FFRT) if there exist finitely generated R-modules M1,M2, . . . ,Ms
such that for every e  0, the R-module eM is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of the
R-modules M1,M2, . . . ,Ms , i.e. there exist non-negative integers ne1, ne2, . . . , nes such
that
eM ∼= Mne11 ⊕Mne22 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mness .
Examples of FFRT include:
(1) If R has finite (maximal) Cohen–Macaulay type, then every maximal Cohen–
Macaulay module has FFRT.
(2) Let R → S be a ring homomorphism such that S is module-finite over R, W a finite S-
module with FFRT and M an R-submodule of W such that W = M⊕N as R-modules.
Then M has FFRT as an R-module by [SVdB, Proposition 3.1.4], in which the Krull–
Schmidt condition is not needed by virtue of [Wi, Theorem 1.1].
If R has FFRT, K. Smith and M. Van den Bergh proved that lime→∞(#(eR,R)/qα(R)+d)
exists in [SVdB]. In general, if a finitely generated R-module M has FFRT, then
lime→∞(#(eM,R)/qα(R)+d) exists and is rational (see [Yao]). The result (about the ex-
istence of the limit s(R)) is recovered in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let (R,m, k) be a F -finite Noetherian local ring of prime characteristic p
and M a finitely generated R-module. If M has FFRT, the results (1)–(3) listed in Propo-
sition 4.1 hold. In particular, s(M) exists.
Proof. Without loss of generality of the definition of FFRT, there are finitely generated
R-modules N1,N2, . . . ,Ns , none of which has non-zero free direct summand, such that
for every e  0, eM ∼= Rae ⊕ Nne11 ⊕ Nne22 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Nness for some non-negative integers
ae, ne1, ne2, . . . , nes . By the result in [Gu] quoted in Theorem 1.8, there exists an integer
n ∈ N such that R/mn is not a homomorphic image of Ni for any i = 1,2, . . . , s. Hence
R/mn is not a homomorphic image of Me ∼= ⊕si=1 Nneii for any e  0 and the desired
results follow from Proposition 4.1. 
Remark 4.7. Let R be a subring of an F -finite regular local ring S of characteristic p
such that S is module finite over R and the inclusion R → S splits over R. Denote the
rank of S over R by rankR(S). (This is the case if R is the ring of invariants of S under a
finite group G of order prime to the characteristic, i.e. p  |G|. See [HL, Corollary 20] and
notice that rankR(S) = |G|.) Hence eR is direct summand of eS as an R-module. On the
other hand, eS ∼= Sα(S)+dim(S) as S-modules (hence as R-modules), which implies that S
has FFRT as an R-module. Say S ∼= Rf ⊕ M such that R is not a direct summand of M .
Then, considered as R-modules, eS ∼= Rf (α(S)+dim(S)) ⊕Mα(S)+dim(S) for all e 0, which
implies that sR(S) = f (as α(R) = α(S) and dim(R) = dim(S)). Moreover, as eR is a
direct summand of eS for every e  0, R has FFRT by [Wi, Theorem 1.1] or, under the
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is an invariant subring of S), it is proved that
s(R) = f
rankR(S)
,
under the assumption that R is Gorenstein. Now that we have Theorem 4.6, the Gorenstein
assumption turns out to be superfluous. Indeed, since both S and R have FFRT as R-
modules, we can choose m-primary ideals I1 ⊂ I2 of R such that λR(I2/I1) = 1, s(R) =
eHK(I1) − eHK(I2) and sR(S) = eHK(I1, S) − eHK(I2, S) as in Proposition 4.1. Therefore
sR(S) = rankR(S)s(R), which gives s(R) = f/ rankR(S).
5. The F -signature under local flat extensions
Given a local ring homomorphism (R,m, k) → (S,n, l), a finitely generated module
M over R and P ∈ Spec(R), we get an S-module N := M ⊗R S by scalar extension and
an RP -module MP by localization. To avoid the cumbersome subscripts, we sometimes
simply write s(M ⊗R S), s(S/mS) and s(MP ) etc. instead of sS(M ⊗R S), sS/mS(S/mS)
and sSP (MP ) etc., respectively. As always, ψ is a fixed injective map (e.g. the inclusion
map) from k to E = ER(k) and hence the induced S-linear map ψ ⊗R S : k ⊗R S →
E ⊗R S. Finally, we denote by S¯ the closed fiber ring S/mS.
We are to study the behavior of the F -signature under local flat (i.e. faithfully flat)
homomorphisms. Sometimes we make our statements more general so that they apply
to some cases of local pure homomorphisms. A homomorphism (R,m) → (S,n) is pure
⇔ 0 = image(ψ⊗R S) ⊆ E⊗R S (see [HR, Proposition 6.11]). We start with a special case
of pure local extension where 0 = λS(image(ψ ⊗R S)) < ∞ (e.g. S¯ is 0-dimensional).
Lemma 5.1. Let (R,m, k) → (S,n, l) be a pure local ring homomorphism such that
λS(image(ψ ⊗R S)) < ∞, and M a finitely generated R-module. We have
(1) Set I := AnnS¯ (image(ψ ⊗R S)) ⊂ S¯. Then (with q = pe):
(a) #
(
eM
)
 λS(image(ψ ⊗R S))
λS¯(S¯/I
[q])
#
(
e(M ⊗R S)
) for every e ∈ N; and
(b) s±(M) λS(image(ψ ⊗R S))
eHK(I, S¯)
s±(M ⊗R S), if dim(S) = dim(R)+ dim(S¯).
(2) In particular, if S¯ = S/mS is 0-dimensional, then
(a) #
(
eM
)
 λS(image(ψ ⊗R S))
λS(S/mS)
#
(
e(M ⊗R S)
) for every e ∈ N; and
(b) s±(M) λS(image(ψ ⊗R S))
λS(S/mS)
s±(M ⊗R S).
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(a) #
(
eM
)
 #
(
e(M ⊗R S)
) for every e ∈ N; and therefore
(b) s+(M) s+(M ⊗R S) and s−(M) s−(M ⊗R S).
Proof. (1)(a) For every e ∈ N, we have a composition of natural isomorphisms
(E ⊗R S)⊗S e(M ⊗R S) ∼= E ⊗R
(
S ⊗S e(M ⊗R S)
)
∼= E ⊗R e(M ⊗R S) ∼=
(
E ⊗R eM
)⊗R S,
under which image((ψ ⊗R S)⊗S e(M ⊗R S)) ∼= image((ψ ⊗R eM)⊗R S). Hence we get
AnnS
(
image
((
ψ ⊗R eM
)⊗R S))= AnnrS ( image ((ψ ⊗R S)⊗S e(M ⊗R S)))
⊇ (AnnS ( image(ψ ⊗R S)))[q]
for every e ∈ N and q = pe, which implies that
λrS
(
image
(
(ψ ⊗R S)⊗S e(M ⊗R S)
))= λS(image ((ψ ⊗R eM)⊗R S))
 λR
(
image
(
ψ ⊗R eM
))
λS¯
(
S¯/I [q]
)
= #(eM)λS¯(S¯/I [q])
for every e ∈ N. On the other hand, we have
λS
(
image(ψ ⊗R S)#
(
e(M ⊗R S)
))
 λrS
(
image
(
(ψ ⊗R S)⊗S e(M ⊗R S)
))
by Lemma 2.5(1). Combining the two inequalities together, we get
λS¯
(
S¯/I [q]
)
#
(
eM
)
 λS
(
image(ψ ⊗R S)
)
#
(
e(M ⊗R S)
)
for every e ∈ N, which gives the desired result of (1)(a).
(1)(b) Divide (1)(a) by qdim(R) and take the limits as e → ∞.
(2) This follows from (1) since λ(S/mS)  λ(S¯/I [q]) and dim(S) = dim(R). Indeed,
(R,m) → (S,n) is pure ⇒ H dim(R)n (S) ∼= H dim(R)m (R) ⊗R S = 0 ⇒ dim(S) dim(R) ⇒
dim(S) = dim(R).
To prove (3), we observe that the extra assumption on the flatness of S over R implies
image(ψ ⊗R S) ∼= S/mS. Hence (3) is a special case of (2). 
Next we prove that the F -signature is non-decreasing upon further localization, which,
in the F -finite case, is obvious from Definition 0.1.
Proposition 5.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring of characteristic p, M a finitely generated
R-module and P1 ⊇ P2 two prime ideals of R. Then (with q = pe)
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(2) s+(MP1) s+(MP2) and s−(MP1) s−(MP2).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may simply assume (R,m) is local with P1 = m
and P2 = P ∈ Spec(R). Fix a flat local ring homomorphism R → R̂ → R̂ ⊗kX1,...,Xn
k∞X1, . . . ,Xn =: S, in which kX1, . . . ,Xn is such that there is a ring homomor-
phism from kX1, . . . ,Xn onto R̂ and k∞ is the perfect closure of k = R/m (cf. Re-
mark 2.3(3)). Denote by N the right and left S-module M ⊗R S. Choose Q ∈ Spec(S) such
that PS ⊆ Q and dim(S/Q) = dim(R/P ). Hence dim(RP ) = dim(SQ) and #(eMP ) 
#(eNQ) by Lemma 5.1(2). Since S is F -finite, we have #(eN) = #(eN,S) #(eNQ,SQ) =
qdim(S/Q)#(eNQ) by the meaning of #(eN,S) and #(eNQ,SQ) in Definition 0.1. Therefore,
we have #(eM) = #(eN) qdim(S/Q)#(eNQ) qdim(R/P )#(eMP ), the result of (1).
To see that (2) follows from (1), we notice the non-trivial case is when s+(M) > 0,
which implies R̂ is Cohen–Macaulay ⇒ dim(R/P )+ dim(RP ) = dim(R). 
Remark 5.3. #(eR) > qdim(R) − q for some e > 0 ⇒ #(eRP )  #(eR)/qdim(R/P ) >
qdim(R)−dim(R/P ) − q1−dim(R/P )  qdim(RP ) − 1 for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m} ⇒ #(eRP )
qdim(RP ) for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m} ⇒ RP is regular for every P ∈ Spec(R) \ {m} ⇒
s(R) exists by Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 5.4. Let (R,m, k) → (S,n, l) be a pure local ring homomorphism and M be a fi-
nitely generated R-module. Then there exists Q ∈ Spec(S) such that 0 = λS(image(ψ ⊗R
SQ)) < ∞. For every such Q, we have (with q = pe)
(1) Set I := AnnS¯ (image(ψ ⊗R S)) ⊂ S¯ = S/mS. Then
(a) qdim(S/Q)#
(
eM
)

λSQ(image(ψ ⊗R SQ))
λS¯Q(S¯Q/I
[q]
Q )
#
(
e(M ⊗R S)
) for every e ∈ N;
(b) s±(M)
λSQ(image(ψ ⊗R SQ))
eHK(IQ, S¯Q)
s±(M ⊗R S) if dim(S) = dim(R)+ dim(S¯).
(2) In particular, if S¯Q = SQ/mSQ is 0-dimensional, then
(a) qdim(S/Q)#
(
eM
)

λSQ(image(ψ ⊗R SQ))
λSQ(SQ/mSQ)
#
(
e(M ⊗R S)
) for every e ∈ N;
(b) s±(M)
λSQ(image(ψ ⊗R SQ))
λSQ(SQ/mSQ)
s±(M ⊗R S).
(3) If the local ring homomorphism (R,m) → (S,n) is flat, then
(a) qdim(S/Q)#
(
eM
)
 #
(
e(M ⊗R S)
) for every e ∈ N; hence,
(b) s+(M) s+(M ⊗R S) and s−(M) s−(M ⊗R S).
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such Q ∈ Spec(S), Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 may be applied to the pure local ring
homomorphism R → SQ and the localization of S at Q, respectively. (In proving (1)(b),
notice that the non-trivial case is when s±(S) > 0, which implies that dim(SQ) = dim(R)+
dim(S¯Q) under the assumption.) 
Remark 5.5. If a local ring homomorphism (R,m) → (S,n) is a pure, then, by definition
(see [HH2, Theorem 5.5]), the strong F -regularity of S implies the strong F -regularity
of R, which amounts to “s±(S) > 0 ⇒ s±(R) > 0” in terms of F -signature. Theorem
5.4(1)(b) above reveals a relation between s±(S) and s±(R), which refines the implication
“s±(S) > 0 ⇒ s±(R) > 0” provided that the condition dim(S) = dim(R) + dim(S/mS)
holds (e.g. the homomorphism is flat).
Theorem 5.6. Let (R,m, k) → (S,n, l) be a local flat ring homomorphism with the closed
fiber S¯ := S/mS being Gorenstein and M a finitely generated R-module. Then
(1) #R(eM)#S¯ (eS¯) #S(e(M ⊗R S)), for every e ∈ N, and therefore,
(2) s+(M)s(S/mS) s+(M ⊗R S) and s−(M)s(S/mS) s−(M ⊗R S).
Equalities hold in (1) and (2) if S/mS is regular.
Proof. It is enough to prove the inequalities as the equalities would then be forced by the
above Theorem 5.4 in case of regular closed fiber. Nevertheless, everything (including the
case of regular closed fiber) is proved from scratch.
We may assume both R and S to be complete (cf. Remark 2.3 (3)) and hence excellent.
As the only interesting case is when R is reduced (otherwise #(eM) = 0 for all e > 0), we
may assume that R is approximately Gorenstein. For notational convenience, we denote
the resulted left and right S-module M ⊗R S by N and S/mS by S¯. For the same reason,
we treat R as a subring of S.
Let ER(k),ES¯(l) and ES(l) be the injective hulls of the residue fields over the respective
rings. Recall that (see Definition 2.2)
#R
(
eM
)= λrR
(
ker
(
ER(k)⊗R eM → ER(k)
k
⊗R eM
))
,
#S¯
(
eS¯
)= λr
S¯
(
ker
(
ES¯(l)⊗S¯ eS¯ →
ES¯(l)
l
⊗S¯ eS¯
))
and
#S
(
eN
)= λrS
(
ker
(
ES(l)⊗S eN → ES(l)
l
⊗S eN
))
for every e ∈ N.
It is enough to prove (1), i.e.
#R
(
eM
)
# ¯
(
eS¯
)
 #S
(
eN
)S
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dim(S) = dim(R)+ dim(S¯) and s(S¯) exists (cf. Definition 2.2).
Choose a sequence of irreducible m-primary ideals {an} (so that R/an ∼= (0 :ER(k) an)
for all n > 0) satisfying an ⊆ mn. Choose elements x1, x2, . . . , xt ∈ S such that their im-
ages form a full system of parameters for S¯ and denote In = (xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnt )S for all
n > 0. (In case S¯ is regular, make sure that the images of x1, x2, . . . , xt ∈ S form a reg-
ular system of parameters for S¯.) For each n, choose un ∈ R,vn ∈ S such that un + an
generates (0 :R/an m), the socle of R/an, and vn + InS¯ generates the socle of S¯/InS¯.
(In case S¯ is regular, choose vn = (x1x2 · · ·xt )n−1.) Recall that S/I [q]n is flat over R
for every n and every q = pe by Theorem 1.9. (In case S¯ is regular, S/(In, vn)[q]S =
S/(x
nq
1 , x
nq
2 , . . . , x
nq
t , (x1x2 · · ·xt )(n−1)q )S is also flat over R for every n and every q
since it has a filtration by modules of the form S/(x1, x2, . . . , xt )S.) Then the element
unvn + anS + In generates the socle of S/(anS + In) for every n and hence S/(anS + In)
is a 0-dimensional Gorenstein ring for every n > 0. Notice that anS + In ⊆ nn for all n.
Let e ∈ N be any fixed integer. Then by Remark 2.3(2) and our choice of an,un, In
and vn, we have (with q = pe)
λrR
(
ker
(
ER(k)⊗R eM → ER(k)
k
⊗R eM
))
= λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
,
λr
S¯
(
ker
(
ES¯(l)⊗S¯ eS¯ →
ES¯(l)
l
⊗S¯ eS¯
))
= λS¯
(
(In, vn)
[q]S¯
I
[q]
n S¯
)
and
λrS
(
ker
(
ES(l)⊗S eN → ES(l)
l
⊗S eN
))
= λS
(
(anS, In, unvn)
[q]N
(anS, In)[q]N
)
for all n  0, while the second equality holds for all n > 0. But we have
λS
(
(anS, In, unvn)
[q]N
(anS, In)[q]N
)
= λS
(
(anS, In, un)
[q]N
(anS, In)[q]N
)
− λS
(
(anS, In, un)
[q]N
(anS, In, unvn)[q]N
)
= λS
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
⊗R S
I
[q]
n
)
− λS
(
N
((anS, In, unvn)[q]N :N uqn)
)
= λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
λS¯
(
S¯
I
[q]
n S¯
)
− λS
(
N
((anS, In)[q]N :N uqn)+ vqnN
)
= λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
λS¯
(
S¯
I
[q]
n S¯
)
− λS
(
N
(a
[q]
n N :N uqn)+ I [q]n N + vqnN
)
= λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
[q]
)
λS¯
(
S¯
[q] ¯
)
− λS
(
N
[q] q ⊗S
S
(I , v )[q]S
)
an M In S (an N :N un) n n
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(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
λS¯
(
S¯
I
[q]
n S¯
)
− λS
(
M
(a
[q]
n M :M uqn)
⊗R S
(In, vn)[q]S
)
 λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
λS¯
(
S¯
I
[q]
n S¯
)
− λR
(
M
(a
[q]
n M :M uqn)
)
λS¯
(
S¯
(In, vn)[q]S¯
)
= λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
λS¯
(
S¯
I
[q]
n S¯
)
− λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
λS¯
(
S¯
(In, vn)[q]S¯
)
= λR
(
(an,un)
[q]M
a
[q]
n M
)
λS¯
(
(In, vn)
[q]S¯
I
[q]
n S¯
)
for every n ∈ N. (In case S¯ = S/mS is regular, equality holds throughout because of
the flatness of S/((In, vn)[q]S) over R and λS¯((In, vn)[q]S¯/(I
[q]
n S¯)) = qdim(S¯).) Hence the
proof is complete. 
As a corollary, we state a result of Ian Aberbach in [Ab1], which may now be easily
understood in terms of F -signature in light of Theorem 5.6 together with the main result
of [AL] applied to excellent rings.
Theorem 5.7. [Ab1, Theorem 3.6] Let (R,m, k) → (S,n, l) be a local flat ring homomor-
phism with S/mS being Gorenstein. Assume that R and S/mS are both excellent. Then the
strong F -regularity of R and of S/mS implies the strong F -regularity of S.
Proof. The strong F -regularity of R and S/mS ⇒ s+(R)s(S/mS) > 0 ⇒ s+(S) > 0 ⇒
the strong F -regularity of S. 
Remark 5.8. In [AL], I. Aberbach and G. Leuschke define the s-dimension of (R,m),
denoted by sdim(R), to be the largest integer i such that
lim sup
e→∞
(
#
(
eR,R
)
/qα(R)+i
)
> 0
in case R is F -finite. Recently, I. Aberbach and F. Enescu showed results concerning
sdim(R) in [AE1]. We would like to remark that the notion may just as well be de-
fined as the largest integer i such that lim supe→∞(#(eR)/qi) > 0 for any Noetherian
local ring of characteristic p. The results in this section may be used to analyze the
behavior of s-dimension under localization and flat local extension. In particular, we
have sdim(R) sdim(RP )+ dim(R/P ) by Proposition 5.2. Similarly, if (R,m) → (S,n)
is a local flat ring homomorphism, then sdim(S)  sdim(R) + dim(S/mS) by Theo-
rem 5.4. If we further assume that S/mS is Gorenstein, then Theorem 5.6 shows that
sdim(S) sdim(R)+ sdim(S/mS) while equality holds if S/mS is strongly F -regular.
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